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DESCRIPTION :

HF Series HEPA filters are supplied as a complete 

unit comprising plenum, filter cartridge and fascia 

grille all ready for horizontal mounting into a ceiling. 

The seal between the plenum and the filter is critical 

to the integrity of the unit as a whole and the final 

mounting of the filter into the plenum can be 

performed by our NATA certified technician. Three 

seal types are available to suit various requirements, 

which may be based on compatibility with existing 

filtration equipment or the personal choice of the 

client.

APPLICATIONS :

HEPA filters are the specialist filters for operating 

theatres and clean rooms of all kinds. Providing near 

to absolute filtration, applications include 

pharmaceutical manufacturing, nuclear containment 

facilities, aseptic food processing, operating theatres 

and applications involving toxic particulates. HEPA 

filters are also fitted into laminar flow cabinets.

PARTICLE SIZE

HEPA

EFFICIENCY

DEEP BED FILTER 
(INDICATIVE)

MAKE HART   MODEL TERMINAL UNITS

HEPA Filtration
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PRESSURE DROP

The high performance of a HEPA filter requires a

pressure drop normally unavailable from a conditioned

air supply system. For this reason, HEPA units are

offered with fan assisted add-ons. These fan boxes

should be mounted remotely from the HEPA unit for

various reasons:

NOISE

The fan noise can be attenuated in the connecting

insulated flexible duct. Moreover, the fan vibration

should not have opportunity for direct coupling to the

panels of the HEPA unit housing by direct mounting to

the filter housing.

ACCESS

The fan module should be mounted in a location which

facilitates maintenance access eg: It is more appropriate

to locate the fan module above a T-bar ceiling grid

located near the clean room.

AIRFLOW

The result of having the fan and its attendant high air

exit velocities located remotely is better flow distribution

onto the filter and lower air noise.
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DESCRIPTION

HF Series HEPA filters are supplied as a complete unit

comprising plenum, filter cartridge and fascia grille

all ready for horizontal mounting into a ceiling. The

seal between the plenum and the filter is critical to the

integrity of the unit as a whole and the final mounting of

the filter into the plenum can be performed by our NATA

certified technician.

Three seal types are available to suit various

requirements, which may be based on compatibility

with existing filtration equipment or the personal choice

of the client.

Mechanical seals are the original sealing method  
and are still very effective and commonly used 
today. The filter is clamped into position against 
a continuous expanded neoprene gasket, which 
provides the air seal.

GASKET

FASCIA

The fluid seal is an alternative to the mechanical  
seal. With this arrangement, the filter cartridge  
is factory supplied with a knife edge skirt around  
the downstream perimeter of the filter, which 
is lowered into a liquid filled channel to form an 
effective seal. The liquid is a low melting-point  
wax or jelly, which becomes semi-solid at normal  
operating temperatures. FLUID FILLED CHANNEL

Gels seals represent the latest technology, offering 
advantages in the areas of overall seal integrity, 
longevity of the seal and ease of maintenance. 
The gel is supplied as an integral part of the filter 
cartridge and its semi-rigid nature makes it easy to 
handle without spillage or damage. This results in 
faster changeover times and less labour. 

GEL STRIP
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PLENUM CONSTRUCTION

Rigid casings of 1.0 mm PGI house the filter 

cartridges. All plenums are provided with lugs at the 

top corners for hanging from a support structure. 

Spun galvanised spigots allow for fitting of the 

flexible duct to the plenum. An aerosol testing point 

is site located to challenge the integrity of the filter 

installation.

FASCIA GRILLE

The stainless steel fascia grille can be provided in a

perforated grille configuration to achieve a laminar air

flow or alternatively as a stainless steel swirl diffuser

to achieve a horizontal air pattern “coanda” The fascia

grilles can be powder coated if required. The fascia

grilles are faced fixed to the plenum via s/steel button

head socket screws.

FILTER CARTRIDGE

The heart of the filter module is the filter cartridge

itself which is manufactured for environments 

requiring 99.99% minimum efficiency on 0.3µm size 

particles. The filter media is a continuous sheet of 

non-combustible, water-proof micro-fibreglass. The 

media is pleated around radial-edged, corrugated 

aluminium separators.The media is bonded to a 

16-gauge galvanised metal frame with a urethane 

based sealant.
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FILTER SPECIFICATIONS

*As an option, high capacity models with the flow rates indicated can be ordered. These models involve a deeper filter

section with a corresponding increase in the overall height of 150mm.

Maximum recommended operating temperature:

120°C

Initial (clean) pressure drop at rated airflow: 250Pa

Maximum allowable pressure drop: 500Pa

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

Spigots are fitted as standard in the ends of the

plenum as shown. Optional side or top mounting can

be supplied by arrangement. Allow 250mm protrusion

beyond the overall length stated below for the spigot.

The length and width of the fascia grille are also the

overall length and width dimensions as tabled below.

Ceiling opening sizes should be 50mm less than the

overall dimensions to allow for the grille to overlap

the ceiling.

HEIGHT

LENGTH WIDTH

MODEL RATED AIRFLOW
(l/s)

 LENGTH
Overall Dimensions (mm)

WIDTH HEIGHT SPIGOT DIAM.
   

HF-M 33 70 425 425

HF-M 66 365 (940*) 730 730

HF-M 69 550 (1400*) 1035 730

HF-M 612 730 (1880*) 1340 730

525

525

525

525

250

250

250

300

HF-F 33 70 465 465 560 250

HF-F 66 365 (940*) 720 720 560 250

HF-F 69 550 (1400*) 1020 720 560 250

HF-F 612 730 (1880* 1320 720 560 300

HF-G 33 70 450 450 570 250

HF-G 66 365 (940*) 750 750 570 250

HF-G 69 550 (1400* 1050 750 570 250

HF-G 612 730 (1880*) 1350 750 570 300
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APPLICATION

These remote plug-in fan modules are used to

supplement the main supply air system when the

available system pressures are inadequate for

satisfactory HEPA unit operation. The fan modules

should not be used where inlet static pressures are less

than room pressure or where inlet static pressures are

greater than 250Pa. Within these ranges however, the

fan modules will provide a static pressure rise, which will

greatly extend the operational life of the filter cartridge

by allowing the filters to load up to their maximum

pressure rating.

HEPA filters are normally operated at airflow less than

their maximum rated capacity. The airflows shown tabled

below correspond to the three larger HEPA units when

operated at a face velocity of <0.6 m/s in accordance

with AS 1386 – Cleanrooms and workstation. Note that

at these reduced airflows, there is a corresponding 40%

reduction in the clean pressure drop across the HEPA

filter from the rated value of 250Pa.

CONSTRUCTION

Fan modules are construction from PGI and incorporate

hanging brackets at the top corners. The fan chambers

are acoustically/thermally lined with insulation for

minimum noise breakout and heat gain.

An infinitely variable speed control is provided with each

fan module facilitating the control of the airflow rate

throughout the life of the filter cartridge. The fan motors

are single-phase, suitable for operation from a 10 amp

power supply.

HEIGHT

LENGTH WIDTH

MODEL AIR-FLOW (l/s)  PRESSURE RISE (Pa)
DIMENSIONS (mm)

LENGTH WIDTH
  

HF-P 66 210 250 720

HF-P 69 315 250 720

HF-P 612 420 250 720

515

515

515

250

250

250

HEIGHT HEIGHT

250

250

250
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SW Hart & Co. provide a full range of NATA accredited

services covering clean rooms, HEPA/ULPA filters,

laminar flow cabinets, bio-hazard cabinets (Class I

and II), cytotoxic cabinets and fume cupboards. These

services include air velocity readings, dust particle

counting, light metering and noise measurement.

Servicing of the HEPA filter installations is also regularly

provided. Typical service arrangements in place for

HEPA filters include:

ANNUAL TESTING AND SERVICE

HEPA filters are normally required to be tested every

12 months after the initial commissioning. Testing is

performed using an approved aerosol test. In this test,

an aerosol smoke cloud is injected upstream of either

the filter bank as a whole or each individual filter making

up the bank. The aerosol forms droplets of approximately

0.3µm diameter and so testing is performed to ensure

that penetration is less than the required 0.01%. Annual

testing also provides the opportunity where applicable,

to adjust fan modules so as to provide the design air

flow through the HEPA units. 

INITIAL ON-SITE TESTING

SW Hart & Co provide the initial installation of the filter

cartridges into the plenums and perform in-place testing

and inspection of the installation. NATA Certification of

compliance with AS 1807 is supplied to form part of the

installation quality control.


